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1] ‘Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow; they neither toil 
nor spin; yet I tell you, even Solomon himself in all his glory was 
not arrayed like one of these.’ 
 
 When I studied Biology at school, living things were divided 
into two categories only: plants or animals. There were some 
simple organisms, ambiguous life forms, that it was hard to 
categorise definitively, but the birds of heaven, whom Christ bids 
us to look at this morning, are easily identified as animals. They are 
fed quite naturally, even though they have no agriculture. And 
considering the lily, [lilium longiflorum] of the family liliaceae: 
definitely a plant. And as for the life of Man, we are clearly on the 
side of the animals, but there is something different about us. 
 
2] Given the right conditions, plants and animals can flourish in 
any ideal setting, but the soul of man requires something more. 
Uneasy with the foreknowledge of our eventual departure from this 
life, we are driven by anxiety. Whether it be plants or animals, the 
story of life on earth is the story of striving for survival, but for us, it 
is as if the mind of Man knows too much. We either seek the  
purpose of it all, or lose ourselves in activity, once we are 
confronted by the question of what is our survival for? 
 
3] We live in a very different world from the one Our Lord 
inhabited; where his own people, the Jews of Palestine, were 
generally poor, often scratching a living, a subsistence dependent 
on the uncertainties of the weather, the harvest, the times; heavily 
taxed, subservient to a foreign empire and oppressed, with little 
social support outside the family in time of need. 
 
4] Evidently, they asked themselves anxiously, what shall we eat 
and what shall we drink and what shall we put on? Why is it that, 
against all instinct, He tells them, do not be anxious; do not worry? 
It seems almost insensitive in the face of these wretchedly poor 
people. 



 

 

5] But Christ is not addressing Man, here, merely as the animal 
homo sapiens. He is asking them, and us, to consider Life as more 
than mere survival. ‘Is not the soul more than food, and the body 
more than clothing?’ He says. Indeed they are, for the soul  lives 
not by bread alone, but by every word that proceeds from the mouth 
of God. [cf. Matt.4:4] And the body in this world is the ikon of its 
creator, who said, ‘Let Us make man in Our image, according to 
Our likeness.’ [Gen.1:26] If the mind is the highest faculty of our 
soul, it too has eyes, just as the body has eyes, and He asks us to 
keep the vision of our souls healthy, pure and sound, to care for 
the eye of the soul even more earnestly than we take care of the 
eyes in our head, that are soul may be full of light. 
 
6] Not so the devil, of course! He wants to drown out the 
message with noise; he seeks to cloud our spiritual inner vision by 
drawing our attention precisely to what we need, what we desire, 
what would indulge our whims, what we have a right to, what would 
fulfil our place in this world. Because keeping the mind fixated on 
what the world has on offer will craftily distract us; will quench the 
lamp of the soul; will take our attention away from the kingdom of 
heaven.  
 
7] Only, things are more complex now and Satan not exactly 
stupid. Yes, there are many existential threats apart from hunger 
and nakedness, and we are threatened by all sorts of disasters: 
certainly, according to the ubiquitous media now. Yes, there are 
lots of things to be anxious about, but not so much food or clothing, 
where it will come from; not like those poor Jews of Palestine, not 
in this part of the world at any rate. So for those who live 
comparatively affluent lives in an affluent society, we find demonic 
distraction among varieties of flavours and fashionable choices; 
obsessed not by need to find something to cover our nakedness 
but by the question of whose design shall we wear this season. 
 
8] There are those for whom the question of what shall we eat, 
or what shall we drink, or what shall we wear?’ are very real and 
immediate, and the gospel teaching calls us indeed to be anxious 
over them; to be concerned for them. Because those of the poor 
who cannot meet the needs of their bodies cannot yet rise to attend 



 

 

to their souls. ‘For I was hungry and you gave Me food; I was thirsty 
and you gave Me drink; I was a stranger and you took Me in; I was 
naked and you clothed Me; I was sick and you visited Me; I was in 
prison and you came to Me.’ [Matt.25:35-36] 
 
9] But there are also, in our own day, certainly other distractions 
in the devils tool kit, very subtle temptations, made to appear as 
just and good, and into which many have now fallen as the western 
world abandons its Christian foundations. There are those whom 
the devil has led to believe that they have a special mission in the 
world that takes priority of everything, more important, even than 
the actual gospel; or led to believe that they are somehow the 
victims of a history that needs to avenging; that because their 
ancestors suffered wrong in the past, the descendants of the 
perpetrators are an enemy to be hunted down. And these 
distractions have even grabbed the attention of many among the 
heterodox Christians of our day who imagine that all this is 
somehow the will of God to bring about His kingdom on earth. As 
Orthodox, do not be taken in by any of this nonsense. 
 
10] You might have heard, for example, that last week among the 
heterodox, the Methodists, a Protestant denomination that 
separated from the Church of England in the eighteenth century, 
has decided, by democratic vote, to go along with the legal fiction 
of homosexual marriage and allow such unions to be celebrated in 
their places of worship. They are, apparently in their own words, 
‘[engaging] with the reality of how people are living today.’ (God in 
Love Unites us. Report 2019). It seems so welcoming, so inclusive 
of all kinds and conditions of men, does it not? But it means that 
they are now following where the sinful world is leading, and that 
you can now be a Methodist without any need for repentance for 
what, in the judgement of God, is an abomination. How John 
Wesley, the founder of Methodism, buried at his chapel in City 
Road, London, must be spinning in his grave, as they say. 
 
11] Let us be honest: Orthodox Christianity does exclude; it is not 
all-inclusive; it demands repentance and commands us not to be 
conformed to this world. ‘Do not be unequally yoked together with 
unbelievers.’ St Paul tells the Corinthians Christians who lived in 



 

 

one of the most debauched cities of the Roman world. ‘For what 
fellowship has righteousness with lawlessness? And what 
communion has light with darkness?  [2 Cor.6:14] 
 
12] Of course we have many needs. Rightly we must provide 
ourselves with employment, housing, transport, insurance, social 
contacts, recreation, education, along with nourishment and clothing 
and our all other bodily needs. Only, Christ tells us, these are not first 
among our priorities in the gospel. When you drive a car you must 
keep your attention fixed on what is in front of you; not distracted by 
what is being advertised to the right or to the left. As the little poem 
by Ogden Nash put it:  
 Beneath this slab John Brown is stowed. 
 He watched the ads and not the road.’ 
 
13] Mary of Bethany in St Luke’s gospel is an image of one who has 
considered the lilies of the field, as she sat at Our Lord’s feet, whilst 
her anxious sister, Martha, was encumbered and bothered about so 
many other things. They were no doubt important, but not that 
important, when our first concern is to work out our own salvation in 
fear and trembling. If we can learn to abandon our anxieties to the 
Lord when we pray, and leave them there, we can   be free to set 
attaining the kingdom of God as our first priority, and God’s 
providence will provide all else that we need. As Our Lord tells us 
today, ‘Seek first His kingdom and His righteousness, and all these 
things shall be yours as well.’ 
 
   


